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ABSTRACT 

Human beings are known for Wisdom, the better of which is not traceable in other Creations. The latter not only appear to have been created incapable of probing 

humans but also believably not. Yet, they obey us for using them by our courage and conviction levels.  

Twin Questions (TQ) raise Research titled.  

TQ 1: What are acceptable Human Wisdom's Frontiers? 

TQ 2: Whether there exists unique Regulator upon Human Wisdom?  

Above considered scenarios are singularly researched by this Paper’s domain. The finding is that the Regulator (nickname for Remote Controller) of human wisdom 

operates taking cue from Vedic modes of 7 Universal Seers presiding on human mind, 5 Universal Elements effective on human mind and 3 Universal States of 

human mind. Hence, 7:5:3 does make up ubiquitous Regulator. No wonder, it stands firm as 7:5:3-tied Odd Regulator Postulate from Veda. First time in history of 

human wisdom, my Paper claims that it is V-shapedness wisdom indicative of descending (\) and ascending (/)  association with above Vedic modes of 7:5:3  to  

3:5:7-tied  Odd-Regulator .  

Word-of-Caution! The ability to understand the above instinctively in privacy of one’s own wisdom is selfishness without exposing to consciously researched-

reasoning examining human wisdom’s acceptable frontiers. Remote controller upon human wisdom and acceptable frontiers thereof is operating in disguise out of 

bounds to scientific accessibility like mathematical corollary to existing proven Research that the Universe too has memory just like memory-unique-human mind 

of human wisdom.   

Keywords: Controller, Elements, Odd, Postulate, Regulator, Seers, States, Vedic, Wisdom    

1. INTRODUCTION 

The outskirts of human insight are time to time expanding as how we might interpret the surrounding world and ourselves develop. This alludes to the 

limits of what is thought of as sensible, consistent, and solid information. Such outskirts could change across various spaces and fields of study and 

research. Let it be interpreted as the boondocks of okayable human insight which keep on developing. In the tune with current interests in this Paper, 

frontiers of human wisdom are severally enlarging as human understanding deepens just like still waters run deep. Generally agreeable and workable 

human wisdom touches the boundaries of what is held reasonable, logical, rational and reliable knowledge-substance. The frontiers vary across different 

domains, co-domains and fields of study, exploration, adventure and maximum research.  
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The below diagrams display generalized and frequented areas where the frontiers of  human wisdom continue to evolve like a revolution from have-nots 

to haves in public life with new ideas and perspectives challenging old political and economic theories in the natural world.    

           <Evolution of Frontiers of Human Wisdom>                                 <Technology versus Humanity is as Image versus Self-portrait> 

1.1 EVERY RESEARCH HAS THE BEGINNING OF INDEX UNIQUE    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. LITERATURE RANGE FOR SURVEY & REVIEW DIMENSIONS  

2.1. Pal, T. (2012). Physical Geography during Vedic-Civilization in the Journal of Academic Research in Progressive Education and 

Development    

➢ About Veda & Global Geography, the researcher T. Pal has this to say. 

The Geographical Thought of Veda can be seen in Rig Veda. The Earth is divided in two hemispheres and worshipped as the mother Earth for happiness. 

In Vedic literature, there are different geographical observations made. The rotation of the Earth, the Sun and the day have been analyzed in Veda.  Earth 

was worshipped as Goddess which reflects the environmental deterministic view of Vedic knowledge. Vedic literature glorifies mother earth as the 

goddess earth by saying the establisher of mass people and shelters. Through the lighting in night, the darkness can be removed is the geographical 

philosophy found in Veda. Nature has been dealt in different portion of Vedas with geographical explanations. In Veda, earth was taken as something 

living that can feel the pain when drugged. The earth’s origin is dealt with significantly saying that before the earth originated, it was completely water 

periphery and that water is free from life. So it can tell that Vedic Rishi knew about the earth history in right way.  

2.2.  Bishal Gnyawali (2019) Review of Vedic Literature from the Perspective of Physical and Human Geography  

Vedas are earliest literature on the Universe meaning knowledge. Veda explains origin of universe and origin of earth. The time of Veda is more than 

three lakh years before today. It is believed that Veda originated from mouth of Brahma, then moved through hearing and memorizing system. Brahma 

told Veda to Narada who told Veda Vyasa who codified Veda in graphic form. Veda Vyas had organized and divided the single Veda into four. Fire, 

wind, water, earth are taken as different forms of god and praised as human to environment interaction. People are discouraged for deforestation which 

meant not to destroy home of god. 

2. 3.   Dr. S.R. Verma (2019)   PHYSICS:  An Integral Part of Vedic Wisdom   

➢ About Spirituality-Spiritualism-Science-Physics-Intellect-Veda, researcher Dr.Verma has this to say. 
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All the physical forces of the Universe follow the course of eternal law. The seed of scientific facts lie in Vedas. The Vedas stands for the direct experience 

of Reality through mind. Vedas uncover the knowledge of total potential of natural laws and human awareness. Vedic seers had an intellectual urge to 

know how the universe came into existence. Rigveda provides us knowledge of force of gravitation, birth of star and origin of the universe and complete 

understanding of the origin of the Universe. Recent scientific discoveries seem to validate the concept of Vedas. Physicists and Cosmologists are close 

to proving that science and Vedas seem to be saying the same thing. Cosmology is very important field for both science and spirituality. In fact, cosmology 

can be regarded as one of the meeting points between science and spirituality. Agni is meant to convey the oblation offered through it. Fire place to the 

gods. Agni is used for all form of energy.  

2.4. Pal, T. (2012). Physical Geography during Vedic-Civilization in the Journal of Academic Research in Progressive Education and 

Development    

➢ About Veda & God, the researcher T. Pal has this to say.  

The available earliest literature of India has unanimously accepted the four Vedas as revealed to the rishis at the time of the universe. The Vedas are 

direct utterances of God. The expression Veda means knowledge .No doubt all the Knowledge arises only from God; otherwise, how could the creation 

has taken place? Creation involves a vast amount of concealed knowledge divulged in the manifestation processes themselves. Knowledge was there 

which arose as ideas of the Creator. The God reveals his ideas endowing man with the faculty of speech and to inspire him with ideas through his brain 

and to induce him to the utterances. Such ideas as from the content of the Vedas are revealed only to profound thinkers who had gone through life’s 

experiences and gathered wisdom like certain Munis/Rishis. Before language had developed to such an extent so as to enable one’s thoughts and ideas to 

be translated cogently into speech, the knowledge which remained locked up in man’s brain was perfected. Thus man himself was the author of the Vedic 

revelations directed by God. This truth is borne out by Rig Veda.      

2.5.  Dr. S.R. Verma (2019)   PHYSICS:  An Integral Part of Vedic Wisdom    

➢ About Research-Consciousness-Global Civilization-Vedic Science of Atom-Light-Water-Fire-Electricity, researcher Dr.Verma has this 

to say.  

Looking at world civilizations, the Vedas are recognized as the oldest and most ancient scriptures available to mankind. The human consciousness we 

see today is the result of billions of years of evolution on this planet. The Vedas discuss the evolution of the universe. The existence of a powerful 

scientific core in the Veda cannot be denied. The term Vedic Science has gained popularity throughout the world in recent decades to indicate the science 

hidden in the Vedic literature. Words used in the Vedas have multiple meanings, including research, scientific, and spiritual. In the ancient stages of 

civilization, philosophy, science and culture began to intertwine. In fact, science in Vedic times was not classified according to the same pattern as it is 

today.  

2.6. Dr. S.R. Verma (2019)   PHYSICS:  An Integral Part of Vedic Wisdom     

➢ About Vedic Science of Atom-Sun Light-Water-Fire-Electricity, researcher Dr.Verma has this to say.  

Vedic science is based on the ancient tradition of obtaining knowledge through the study of consciousness. Our great seers, sages and sages dedicated 

their lives to the truth, turning their bodies into laboratories and conducting experiments on themselves. The seers entrusted all their knowledge and 

wisdom to the Vedas as the key to deciphering the scientific facts hidden in the Vedic literature. Vedic language is marked by an extreme economy of 

expression. In ancient times, India occupied an esteemed and elevated position among its contemporaries in the world. Physics and philosophy are 

complementary. The broad philosophical conception of atomic structure of matter originated in ancient India. Philosophical heritage of India is extremely 

rich. In ancient India, efforts were made to obtain a rational interpretation of the physical world. Scientific theories are found in the literature of various 

schools of the Indian philosophy. We find that range of the theories begins with understanding the smallest form of matter in terms of paramanus and it 

goes up to the dissolution of matter in the Absolute Unity. Ancient thinkers reached a very interesting conclusion that it is the nature of reality to express 

itself both as unity and diversity. They also affirmed that the Sun is seven kinds of rays and the sun illuminates the moon. Electricity is the powerful seed 

of Fire God whereas the God of Light and the God of the Sky-Ocean-Water get together heated up and mixed together themselves to complete the 

composition of flowing water.  

3. RESEARCH & METHODOLOGY & TOOLS  

Research well to bring into existence what is not in existence is without peer. This Paper is an opportunity to become thoroughly acquainted with the 

thoughts of the greatest of our fundamentalist-Scientists who are god-fearing in their self-security view of the physical world’s demand and supply of 

Evolution of knowledge in terms of fundamental advances. 

Method-wise, one can at the outset be a dependent on Library of References for collection of snippets relevant to one’s choice of the main idea for 

elaborating it into the size of a Research Material or a Public Domain Paper of research-value-worthiness. Research in a nonprofessional’s language is 

hunt for knowledge. For the educated, Research is scientific and methodical trouble to search for information. Primarily, it's an art of scientific enquiry 

or disquisition. The term exploration is made up of two words. 
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➢ Exploration = Re Hunt: Re   means again and again: Search means to find out commodity 

The term exploration is used to collect information about a particular subject. It forms means to chancing out what one doesn't formerly have on record. 

Hence Research records certain effects or gathered attestations. It promotes movement from the known to the unknown with a literacy bent of mind in 

letter and spirit. So, Research becomes a systematized literacy for own benefit of store of knowledge. This is information heretofore unknown or a fact 

one doesn’t have. Hence, Research or Research Activity or Research Productivity. For illustration purpose, a Study about 21 Century. 

3.1 RESEARCH PROCESS 

Just as there are a wide variety of views as to what exploration consists of and great differences in factual practices as to what people explore and how, 

so there are indispensable perspectives of what the process of undertaking exploration should look like. One can grasp the intrinsic features of research-

exploration such as below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram: Research Intrinsic features 

3.2 RESEARCH METHOD 

Formulation of the research hypothesis is the most important aspect of the research process.  

3.3 RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS  

It's a brilliant conjecture about the result of an exploration offer or a vault into the dark! The word thesis is made up of two Greek roots. ‘ Hypo ’ means 

that it's some kind of ‘sub-statements ‘, for it's the plausible statement of a proposition. ‘Thesis ’ is about result of a problem which the disquisition seeks 

to prove in a specific frame of reference.  

➢ One can infer so as that “Hypo Thesis = thesis”.  

It might be observed that a thesis can arise from particular experience, once records, compliances, expert conversations, artistic values, folk wisdom, 

suspicion, dreams, the sixth sense, unconsciousness or indeed a coma condition like sleep walking and/ or agony featuring!  

A thesis conformation isn't obligatory in every exploration. Still, it should crop as naturally as possible in the dialogues of exploration studies in area 

studies similar as the Africa Area Studies. Take for illustration-- this Paper’s exploration that bank on Africa’s geek analysis provoked by Genocide 

propositions or God’s languages.  

3.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

It is a way to totally break the exploration problem. In it one studies colorful logical way espoused by an Experimenter. The recrimination is that the 

entire diapason of logical sweats is wisdom of doing exploration constructively or scientifically. In other words, it not only involves exploration styles 

but also sense behind the system one uses in the environment of Research. Also, it'll be known as modus operandi of a study. Research styles and 

exploration ways are synonymous expressions used interchangeably within the same compass of exploration and relate to the popular styles the 

experimenters use. When ways are called logical tools, it implies that that exploration has sole dependence on statistical drudgery-tiles entirely. The 

below tabulation is easier means of making explicit the scope of method and methodology. 

Simplified description of exploration methodology is a way to totally break the exploration problem involving a logical studying with colorful way in 

addition to knowing exploration system. In other words, this means to say that an experimenter needs to design a methodology for his/ her exploration 

problem working since all problems aren't one and the same in their individual compass and limitation. Thus, no one dissertation or no one thesis can 

become the end product of research. Taking cue from the salient feature of uncertainty of Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle in Quantum World, Research-

exploration for a Dissertation or a Thesis is like a moving object for the moving object behaves like a wave with wavelength spread over a region of 

space, i.e., a Thesis and also like a particle with position localized in space at certain instant of time, i.e., a Dissertation. 
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Fig. Werner Heisenberg (1901-1976) 

3.5 RESEARCH TOOLS TEMPLATE  

Primary Sources of 

Data; Organizations, 

People, Notes 

Unpublished  

Secondary 

Sources; Books, 

Articles, 

Evidences  Examples  Illustrations        

  

 

 

Analogy & 

Comparison 

Personal Experience    

Observation  Interviews  Books  Journals/Newspapers 

Magazines Webliography 

Internet.      

  

Statistics 

  

Brainstorming synthesize 

analyze relationships 

between ideas and 

concepts. 

Voluntary Consent 

Statements from 

governmental state 

actors  

Responsible 

non-state actors      

Academics 

Area Study 
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Universities  

Films 

Television Channels 

State Affairs 

Media 

Non-political 

Experts 

Radio  

Government Publishers 

Chart : Research Tools Template Tele-visionary-colored-Version 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Research Method & Methodology Basics (Tele-visionary-colored-version) 
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4. BATCH OF 7 UNIVERSAL SEERS REGULATING HUMAN-MIND-WISDOM  

The universal Seers are known to constitute the set of seven Seers (Rishis) at a time. The constituted set is also known as the particular Batch of Seven 

Vedic Seers fixed for a particular period of Vedic time-metrical-calendar. There are found different Batches of seven Rishis.  They appear in the form of 

shining stars in the space of the blue sky. The batch of them is visible to human eye which can afford to have a glimpse of the distantly twinkling stars 

during the night’s dark time post-Sunset rather than day time of hot Sun-rise.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: Seven Seers of Universe of Vedic Divinity 

The set of seven Seers is also called set of seven Rishis or Sapta Rishis. One such set by name is read as in the picture immediately above in 1 to 7 

numbered in yellow. As per the ancient Sky-Science / Space View/ Planetary Works/ Modern Astronomy, the constellation of the Ursa Major is identified 

to be the home of the specific seven stars or the mind-born Rishis. According to Ursa Major’s shapely configuration, it looks like a Big Dipper in shape 

with 7-input-Stars in the Sky akin to the set of Sapta Rishis.  

They are empowered as highlighted here for welfare of humanity. 

➢ They constitute Vedic Sages Committees  

➢ Rejunavetors of weakened Justice and norms of Justice  

➢ Self-owned divine powers in their possession 

➢ Scored as Vedic students in their scale of competitive divine knowledge.  

➢ Authored Vedic influential Stanzas of practical results.  

➢ Lord Shiva is their Preacher, Teacher and Big Boss  

➢ They directly report to Lord Shiva and take commands of His.   

➢ Repellers of forceful earthly and earth to sky Weapon-heads.  

➢ Gautama Seer created the river Godavari  

➢ Sage Vishwamitra penned Gayatri Mantra.  

The current batch of Sapta Rishi is made up of great sages of Gālava, Diptiman, Parasurama, Aswatthama, Krpacarya, Rushyashringa and Vyasadeva for 

readers’ information as seen below.  

                                      

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Rishimandalm of Seven in current Batch 
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They are experienced in inspiring and pushing mankind toward co-existing with one another for ever on this Planet Earth no matter the types of 

circumstances of huge differences and very few similarities they are into from time to time of one generation to next generation. When they found Lord 

Ram of Ayodhya is human being in his disenchantment with worldly things and sadness at the miserable life as a worldly man, one of them became a 

guide. Thus they yield a guiding torch-light to the humanity to balance themselves on the stepping stones of co-existence as revealed through the following 

flowchart self-obviously while all trace their lineage (gotra) to these families of Saptarishis. Penance for the benefit of humanity is shouldered by them. 

Also, one of the 7 rishis is progenitor of all living beings to indicate that the seven sages are important to human race as well as individual humans or 

their social groups or family clusterisms.  

Our family tree, Gotras, is directly related to Saptarishi.  Gotra is a lineage or clan attributed to birth. The term Gotra itself is only used to designate the 

lineages of the Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vysya and shudra giving specific gotra from the Saptarishi as the one who can do what gods find impossible .The 

Saptarishi (seven stars) fulfill the wish of every human being’s wisdom which is otherwise so turbulent like a mad elephant. They regulate human wisdom 

so that it attracts spiritual discipline and remains refined with higher order ideas.  

For a glance of the appearances of the Saptarishi in the sky, there are available four hints to make out their togetherness and proximity in the shapes of 

definite human physical postures of head-down-legs-up and a ready-runner-hands-forward. besides a spoon and a question-mark .  

   

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Shapely visibility of 7-Rishis in night skies                                            Fig. Siva & Saptarshi coordinated Varnas  & Gotras  

5. THE FIVE UNIVERSAL ELEMENTS REGULATING HUMAN-MIND-WISDOM  

The necessary and essential Water, Earth, Fire, Air and Sky constitute the Five Universal Elements representing and regulating the Human-Mind-Wisdom 

in their capacity. Many do not instantly comprehend these to appreciate from the angle of regulated Wisdom.  Unless and until a short-cut is devised to 

have a pulse for these Universal ingredients, it would be a colossal waste of explanatory and exploratory presentations. So, this Paper’s research has 

chosen the direction of a Flow Chart fashion useful to serve the titled-purpose. The respective five diagrams concerning the five colorfully depict the 

salient features connected with regulating Wisdom and are easily self-obvious without any difficulty whatsoever to whomsoever it may concern.        
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5.1 THE EFFECT OF SKY/SPACE/ AKAS/ ETHER  

 

 

                  

 

 

 

 

Fig. Sky/ Space/Akas/ Ether Element’s Day & Night versions 

6. THE THREE UNIVERSAL STATES OF HUMAN-MIND-WISDOM  

This Paper’s research has chosen the direction of a fashionable Flow Chart useful to serve the scientific understanding in terms of the Vedic denominations 

(inherent to the Title, Abstract, Sectional titles and sub-titles) of indigenous significance and popular like the kind of  ‘Made-in-India’ stuff and /or  

‘Make-in-India’ waves known to be the Sattva, the Rajas and the Thamas for facilitated identification.     

➢ It is said that there are three universal states intrinsic to the human-mind known as the states of Wisdom operating through a human being ( 

individuals or group) attracting what could be described as an advertised-attention by themselves, of themselves and for themselves to which 

another human being ( individuals or group) become a chain of active and reactive respondents.  

➢ The three states do represent and regulate human wisdom in their irrevocable capacities or variability of proportions launching themselves 

into manifestation through the humans capped as the wisdom of human-mind.  

➢ There is established mutual correspondence(s) amongst the three states inclusive of their union and/or intersectional transformations from one 

state to another under their association with human-mind (life & living circumstantial conditions thereof) as 

individuals/groups/society/nation/.community/international-forums/world/global citizens.   

➢ The nomenclatures are given in the English language’s medium of instruction on the three universal states of the human-mind-wisdom and 

highlighted hereunder. 

➢ Unless and until a short-cut is devised to have prior-knowledge of these, it would be a colossal waste of explanatory and exploratory calculus 

with or without descriptive presentations supported by historical established instances  The short-cut should not only appear to have been an 

essentially cut-short route but also be the best-fit amongst vast expanse of libraries flooded with all and sundry authors of available and copycat 

literatures.   

➢ The respective three diagrams concerning the states colorfully depict the salient features connected with regulating Wisdom and are easily 

self-obvious without any difficulty whatsoever to whomsoever it may concern without conflict of interest arising out of shades of personal 

opinions.  

6.1 FLOW CHART DEPICTION FOR THREE UNIVERSAL STATES   

       As has been said elsewhere, the probing self-explanatory easy-going tool of Flow Charts below display the significance of the three universal states 

of wisdom in respective embodiments .    
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The above : The Rose Flowchart of Wisdom’s Sattva State called Right Knowledge; The Green Flowchart of Wisdom’s Rajas State called Action & Ego; 

The Brown Flowchart of Wisdom’s Thamas State called the inferior most. 

7. CONCLUSION 

When the questions of what human beings are and why they are there on the Earth arises, it is important to take along the questioners with their difficulty 

of understanding to a nearby seashore or mountain range so that they could come out of discomfort due to semi-understanding or misunderstanding our 

answers such as this Paper and other resources listed under the range of Literature and References in this Paper. The tricky short-cut is to convince the 

questioners that human beings are naturals just like the natural products such as those seas and mountains with specific packages of unique qualitative 

physical and chemical natures on the lines of evolving modern sciences inside and outside Laboratories of practical studies and experimentation. If the 

questioners insist on knowing what modern progressive development is, one can answer back swiftly that it is a way of life in current time of evolving 

theory and practice of Life’s Psychology of human wisdom and acceptable frontiers thereof .  
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